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In the last year, it has become clear that marketers are completely dependent 
on technology. The last decades marketers have invested increasingly in tools 
and data-analytics to automate and maximize marketing efforts, resulting in 
approx. 30% of marketing leaders’ budget being invested into technology. In the 
GDPR world, the avalanche of  roughly 4000 European MarTech solutions continue to 
overwhelm marketers in different areas: SEO/SEA, data governance, chat bots, CRM, 
eComm, conversion tools, dashboards, print/video publishing tools, social media 
apps, workflow management, personalization, influencer marketing, social intelligence, 
retargeting tools, customer service to name a small fraction� 

Nevertheless, only few companies succeed in laying the complex puzzle of actions 
during all phases of the customer journey, and struggle with marketing strategies, 
process and software integration, and personalized content. The ones that do 
succeed are rewarded with marketing engines that generate leads or other benefits, 
while reducing cost of  acquisition and working more competitively� Still plenty of  
businesses are often caught in simply not understanding why their marketing fails� 
Some classic mistakes: capturing contacts or email addresses is not capturing leads� 
Messages don’t have a proper call to action or are too generic� Marketing budgets 
are spent on wrong media and tools without any buy-in� Covid-19 has once again 
underlined that companies should communicate as locally, personally and precisely 
possible� With 74% of  consumers claiming to be frustrated by irrelevant marketing, 
tailored actions are a necessity, especially with millenials waiting around the corner, 
ignoring anything that doesn’t truly understand their attitudes, values and behavior� 
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INTRODUCTIONMARTECH: UP-CLOSE AND BETTER PERSONAL



Covid has proven to be a massive driver for digital transformation, and the same 
goes for it to accelerate digital marketing within ‘laggard’ industries such as 
manufacturing, public health, transport and smaller commercial B2B enterprises 
stepping into adtech, social media campaigns and marketing automation. The 
pandemic also pushed marketing out of  its internal silos, and decentralized actions 
into smaller teams focused on specific audiences or moments along the customer 
journey� These new cross-discipline teams have been obliged to take up agile methods 
to unroll marketing actions in more efficient ways� This decentralized marketing model 
actively involves other departments (more technical e�g�) and also creates better 
company understanding of  its marketing activities, lead generation and key metrics� 

Although the puzzle contains thousands of pieces, there is no silver bullet in 
finding the marketing solution. Companies should start with checking if  working 
processes and the defined marketing strategy is in place before scouting or integrating 
the right tools� With hundreds of  tracking, social and automation solutions, specific 
data on your audience is abundantly present� Still, before investing budget and man 
hours, best case; leave room for personal interaction along the customer journey after 
the asocial and anonymous months we witnessed�

The Big Score Session #8 MarTech gives upcoming startups a dedicated platform 
to further develop and grow within today’s environment and respective needs.

4SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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8 sessions, 8 verticals, and 8 pitching startups,
that is The Big Score Sessions!

Session eight will focus on solutions to boost advertising, marketing and sales efforts� 
The past year every business has adopted a digital way of  working, events went 
virtual, and new marketing channels popped-up� Digital marketers are constantly on 
the lookout for solutions to better track and analyse the ROI of  advertising efforts, 
automate their workflow, and ways to further personalize content to engage the target 
audience�

During the MarTech Session, eight promising tech startups who are developing the 
sales and marketing tools of  tomorrow get the chance to pitch their solution, live on 
stage� They will receive valuable business feedback from an expert panel of  industry 
thought leaders, investors and corporate innovators�

The pitches are live streamed to an audience of  ‘deep pocket’ investors, sourcing 
corporates and attending startups� Afterwards, attendees have access to one-one-one 
meetings with potential clients, VCs and other relevant stakeholders�

INTRODUCTIONABOUT THE SESSIONS

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS



SCHEDULE – WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2

13:00 - 13:15   Welcome & introduction

   Panel discussion on MarTech

   Meet our Expert Panel

13:15 - 14:15  Startup pitches - round 1

  13:15 #1 Addrelevance

  13:30 #2 askOLI

  13:45 #3 Connus

  14:00 #4 Distrilink

14:15 - 14:25   Break

14:25 - 15:25  Startup pitches - round 2

  14:25 #5 Feelin

  14:40 #6 Kwarts

  14:55 #7 Spott

  15:10 #8 Tappable

15:25 - 15:30   Closing of  the pitches

15:30 - 16:00   Break

16:00 - 18:00   Networking: 10 meeting slots



MEET THE
PITCHING
STARTUPS



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Jean Littolff
CMO

jean�littolff@addrelevance�be
+32 492498222

addrelevance�ai

Increase online conversion up to 50% -  
an AI-powered solution for eCommerce, brands, media publishers.

The Addrelevance solution, AI-powered, increases the conversion of  website's visitors into buyers, 
and increases the impact of  digital advertising: conversion rates and click-through rates gains are in 
the +10% to +50% range� Target clients are eCommerce and brands websites (for consumer journey 
optimisation leading to increased conversion rate), and media publishers, media agencies, and brands 
for digital advertising�

A powerful AI solution with up to +50% 
conversion rate & click-through rate increase

Multiple use cases: eCommerce conversion, 
brands' website conversion, digital ads clicks, 
email / subscription campaigns

An innovative alternative to solve the end of  
Google's 3rd party cookies issue

Successful business case with Kia & 
Produpress, in trial with Volkswagen, Roularta, 
DPG Media

Selected by Microsoft for Startup & imec�istart

LOOKING FOR

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects

Seed Funding
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Luc Jacobs
Co-founder

luc@askoli�net
+32 475355455

askoli�net

Save money while shopping, effortlessly.

askOLI is the most complete shopping assistant, saving a family €1�000/y and countless hours of  
searching� At the same time it provides brands with a deep insight in the shopping journey� The askOLI 
mobile app and browser-integrated app are present in every step of  a consumer's journey and offer a 
level of  integration unlike anything else on the market� They are now raising a seed round to scale and 
start internationalizing�

Excellent metrics & 25K user accounts with less 
than €1000 advertising budget

Successful pilot with multinational partner, 
drafting long term partnership (NDA)

With more than 20 partners, we dominate the 
Belgian employee & member benefit landscape

Built the whole platform with <50K€ pre-seed, 
pivoting done, ready to scale

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding

9SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Alexandre Goossens
Founder

alexandre@connus�app

+32 476015156

connus�app

Connus, connecting content creators and companies alike.

Connus is an online social professional network� They aim to deliver a one stop service to content 
creators and businesses, enabling content creators to negotiate with companies without being 
dominated by agencies�

The value of  the influencer marketing market 
by the end of  2021: 15 billion U�S dollars

2500 registered content creators on Connus 
in the last six months (nano, micro & macro 
influencers + celebrities)

1500 matches on the app & 10K contacts have 
been made

Active in 40 countries

Start-it@KBC alumni

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding
Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Steven Van Den Ouweland
Co-founder & Business Lead

steven@distrilink�be
+32 475752934

distrilink�be

Your Marketplace partner

Distrilink helps brand owners who want to start selling on the marketplaces by offering them an end- to 
end solution that entails one the side taking over all the back end processes like order follow up, stock 
management, invoice matching, etc� On the other side, Distrilink helps them by setting up the listing in 
the rightful way and activating them accordingly�

Limited competitors on a European level 
offering the same service as Distrilink

8 signed customers already including Danone, 
Nestle, Veritas & few other

Promising financial results

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding

11SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Nicolas Debue
Co-founder & CEO

nicolas@feelin�be
+32 472413695

feelin�be

Real People. Real Emotions. Real Insights.

Feelin offers the possibility to improve the impact of  video campaigns by measuring how the audience 
reacts� Knowing if  the content is capturing attention, if  it triggers emotional engagement and 
understanding in advance which audience segments will be the most receptive to the message� All this 
is possible thanks to the technology developed by Feelin which allows to test videos quickly with a 
community of  users via a mobile application� Emotional reactions and attention are captured thanks to 
the smartphone's front camera and AI-based algorithms to provide second-by-second insights�

Awarded Best Belgian Marketing Tool - IAB 
Mixx Awards 2020

Up to 2000 Feelers in our community, still 
counting

Worked with GroupM, P&G, Proximus, Axa… 
& many more

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS



 
KEY FACTSCONTACT

Ruben De Moor
Co-founder

ruben@kwarts�be
+32 498626999

kwarts�be

Unlock the true potential of your customer base.

Kwarts helps companies leverage their technology investments and improve their customer engagement 
by connecting the dots between their data assets� Empower your sales and marketing people to take 
the right decision for each individual customer�

Commercial traction

Built on academic grade science

Industry & customer-facing expertise

Borderless organization (founding team did not 
meet IRL!)

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects

13SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Jonas De Cooman
CEO

jonas�decooman@spott�ai

+32 498586680

spott�ai

Inspire consumers, spark sales.

Spott enables e-commerce companies to increase sales by adding an interactive layer to all of  their 
content assets (videos, images, pdfs)� This creates an interactive experience by allowing consumers to 
buy what they see at the moment of  inspiration�

Onboarded more than 2K users in the last 12 
months, most of  them from US & Canada�

Graduated amongst 3 best companies in 
Google's Marketing Innovation Program

Integrated with Google's DV360, Instagram 
Stories & Facebook Advertising

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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KEY FACTS

LOOKING FOR

CONTACT

Hans Pauwels
Founder & CEO

hans@tappable�co
+32 475418410

 tappable�co

The best experience to transform mobile clicks into customers.

Tappable is a Web Story CMS that helps you create web pages that look like Instagram stories; 
zero coding and configuration needed� As the Unbounce for mobile, Tappable 'landing stories' are 
the seamless transition from social media ads to your own platforms and channels� Cookie-less and 
lightning fast, marketers can expect 20-35% CTR on landing stories and retain retargeting possibilities, 
even taking iOS 14�5 and FLoC restrictions into consideration�

1200 business workspaces in 9 months since 
controlled launch

Working with SMEs as well as corporates like 
Nestlé, Heineken, Engie, Porsche���

Up to 5M story views per month in 215 
countries, loaded in 735 ms as a median

0 sec downtime since launch

Sales Prospects
New Strategic Partners
Seed Funding



MEET OUR
PARTNERS
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Towards Strong and Ambitious Entrepreneurship

When it comes to entrepreneurship, Flanders can be a bit more ambitious� We need 
more new businesses, more businesses that grow, and more businesses that stay� That 
is why Flanders Innovation & Entrepreneurship (VLAIO) joins forces with its partners 
to create initiatives that encourage and support entrepreneurship and that contribute 
to a favourable business climate� The Big Score Sessions is part of  a network of  
initiatives in which entrepreneurs can take part� Discover all initiatives on www�vlaio�
be/sterkondernemen #strongentrepreneurship  

vlaio�be

Expertise & Network 

PwC is a network of  firms in 157 countries with commitment to support today's start-
ups to become the leading companies of  tomorrow� A team of  dedicated start-up 
advisors in different areas of  expertise can support you with managing your finances, 
funding your growth plans, navigate complex laws & regulations and identifying 
interesting fiscal incentives� In addition, our Scale programs offer access to expertise 
and our network of  clients�  

pwc�be

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

VLAIO - FLANDERS INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

PWC

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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Funding <  €1MIL & WISE Academy

Business Angels Netwerk (BAN) Vlaanderen provides - besides growth capital – also 
lots of  knowledge and experience to every young entrepreneur� Looking for funding up 
to €1�000�000? Their regional coordinators will introduce you to their angel investor 
network and their deal guides will help you through the funding process objectively� 
Next to that you can already prepare yourself  with their new online WISE Academy at 
your own pace! This builds on the most important aspects of  the financing process, 
translated in an extensive and free-of-charge offer of  online modules�  

ban�be

Your legal partner as entrepreneur 

With a deep legal knowhow in the technology business, F&F is your perfect partner to 
assist in your next funding round, day-to-day operations (ranging from data privacy to 
IP protection) and all your company’s future venturing operations� Some of  their clients 
include Striktly Business Software, Eyesee, Hopala, Mealhero and THEO Technologies� 

fourfive�be

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

BAN VLAANDEREN

FOUR & FIVE
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Award-winning multimedia platform

MT (Management Team) has the goal to inspire the leaders of  today and tomorrow� 
Better leaders make a better world� We offer our readers new ideas and insights, 
interviews with important CEO's, management gurus, strong business cases from home 
and abroad� We cover the playing field of  business, management and leadership� We 
make our own, often unique choices, focus strongly on our readers and deliver quality� 
That's why MT is a success story since 2016�  

mt�be

INTRODUCTIONMT.BE
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ABOUT STARTUPS.BE | SCALE-UPS.EU

Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu joined forces in 2018 to solidify our offering for the Belgian 
tech ecosystem at large� Together, we are the one-stop shop for tech entrepreneurship� 
We pride ourselves in being the leading growth platform in Belgium that connects 
Europe's most promising startups and scale-ups with our global network of  deep 
pocket investors, corporate buyers, global partners and relevant stakeholders to fast 
track innovation and collaboration with high-tech companies�

 � We enable startups and scale-ups to squeeze time in their lifecycle and grow faster.

 � We create high-quality business networking events for inspiration and matchmaking.

 � We facilitate open innovation between startups/scale-ups and large corporates.

 
The Big Score, The Big Squeeze, Startup Fairs, SuperNova and our Go Global missions 
are only a glimpse of  what we are famous for!

Startups�be | Scale-Ups�eu is the top-of-mind-time squeezer for tech startups and 
scale-ups�

More info: Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu
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MEET OUR PARTNERS

Organizing partners

Main partners

Supporting partners



Join us in 2022
for a new season of
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